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n{ FUNCTIONS ARE ALMOST INTERNAL

BOSKO 2IVALJEVIC

Abstract. In Analytic mappings on hyperfinite sets [Proc. Amer. Math. Soc.

2 (1993), 587-596] Henson and Ross asked for what hyperfinite sets S and T

does there exists a bijection f from 5 onto T whose graph is a projective

subset of S x r? In particular, when is there a nj bijection from S onto 77

In this paper we prove that given an internal, bounded measure p, any nj

function is L(p) a.e. equal to an internal function, where L(p) is the Loeb

measure associated with p. It follows that if two nj subsets S and T of a

hyperfinite set X are nj bijective, then S and T have the same measure for

every uniformly distributed counting measure p.. When 5 and T are internal

it turns out that any nj bijection between them must already be Borel. We

also prove that if a nj graph in the product of two hyperfinite sets X and

Y is universal for all internal subsets of Y , then \X\ > 2lyl , which is a

partial answer to Henson and Ross's Problem 1.5. At the end we prove some

standard results about the projections and a structure of co-proper if-analytic

subsets of the product of two completely regular HausdorfF topological spaces

with open vertical sections. We were able to prove the above results by revealing

the structure of n! subsets of the products X x Y of two internal sets X and

y, all of whose F-sections are Z?(íc) sets.

1. Introduction

In a recent paper [3] C.W. Henson and D. Ross proved, using Choquet's

capacitability theorem, that, in the setting of Descriptive Set Theory of Hyper-

finite Sets, any function / whose graph is a Ij subset of the product X x Y

of two internal sets X and Y can be well approximated by internal functions.

Given any internal, »-finitely additive, bounded measure ß there exists an in-

ternal function <p suchthat f = tp ., L(/¿)-a.e., where L(ju) is the Loeb measure

associated with ¡i. This in turn shows that, for hyperfinite X and Y and ß

an internal counting measure, injective Xj functions preserve L{ß) measure

(the image of a L(fi) measurable set is a L(fi) measurable set of the same

measure). In particular, if two hyperfinite sets S and T are Borel bijective,

then |S|/|jr| « 1 and, conversely, any two hyperfinite sets S and T satisfying

|S|/|71 ~ 1 are Borel bijective.
It is natural to ask if the approximation of / is still possible if the function

/ is a member of some level of the finite projective hierarchy (Problem 1.4. in
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[3]) other than Zj. In particular, is it true that if / is nj, then / is almost
equal to an internal function? In this paper we consider only the latter problem

and, in fact, ask and answer a slightly more general question than the one

stated above. We prove that any nj graph with internal vertical sections can

be well approximated by internal graphs and any nj graph with Z^/c) vertical

sections can be well approximated by S° graphs (for definitions see below). In

fact, as we prove in Theorem 1, any such graph can be represented as a union of

countably many restrictions of internal graphs to (not necessarily disjoint) nj

sets, possesses a nj uniformization, and has a nj domain. In particular, any

nj functions is a union of restrictions of internal functions to disjoint nj sets.

It follows that if a nj function has internal (or more generally Zj) domain,

then it must be Borel (the fact already proved in [5], Corollary 4.5 b)).

We also give a partial answer to Problem 1.5 in [3] which asked for the

connection between the internal cardinalities of two hyperfinite sets X and Y

for which there exists a Zj graph T ç X x Y universal for all Zj subsets of

Y. We show (Corollary 6) that if T is universal for all internal subsets of Y,

then the quotient |X|/2lyl is greater than or infinitely close to 1.

At the end of the paper we apply the above results in the standard descriptive

set theory of general topological spaces. We prove that a co- .rv-analytic graph

G in the product of a proper A'-Lusin space X and a proper ÄT-Lusin and

locally compact space Y, all of whose y-sections are open sets in Y, has a co-

üf-analytic domain and is almost equal (with respect to a given Radon bounded

measure /z in X) to a a-compact graph in X x Y (for definitions see below).

Also, the set of all points in X where the vertical section of G is compact and

nonempty is always ¡i measurable.
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David Ross who made the early preprint of their paper [3] available to me long

before the article was published. Also, I would like to thank Hermann Render

for sharing his recent results with me and to the referee for a thorough reading

of the paper.

2. Definitions and terminology

By a Borel set in an internal set X we mean a member of the least a-

algebra generated by internal subsets of X. The Borel hierarchy of Z^ and n°

{a < u>i) subsets of X is introduced as usual; internal subsets of X are called

Zq or n§ sets, and a set is n° (Z°) if it is a countable intersection (union) of

sets A„ with each A„ being a Z^   (n^) set for some ß < a.

Given an infinite cardinal k we can define a class of «r-Borel sets using the

cardinal k in the same manner as we defined the class of Borel sets using the

cardinal co. The countable unions and the countable intersections are now going

to be replaced by unions and intersections of length k. However, only the sets

Z°(tc) and nÇ(/c) from the first level of the a:-Borel hierarchy are going to be

useful in the sequel. Thus, a set is Z°(k) if it can be obtained as a union of k

many internal sets and is n^/c) if it is an intersection of k many internal sets.

The finite projective hierarchy of Zj and nj sets is defined as follows. Pro-

jections of Borel sets are called Zj sets, and complements of Zj sets are called

nj sets. Inductively, a Z^+1 set is the projection of a Wm set and complements
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of Z^+1 sets are n^+1 sets. In this paper we are mostly concerned with the

first level of the finite projective hierarchy. It is known that every Zj set which

is at the same time nj must already be Borel (Henson). In particular, every

element of a sequence of disjoint nj sets whose union is Zj must already be

a Borel set. For a detailed treatment of Descriptive Set Theory of Hyperfinite

Sets the reader is referred to [5].

By a graph we mean a subset of the product of two sets X and Y. If these

sets are internal, then a graph is Borel (nj or Z¡) if it is such as a subset of the
product of X and Y. Given a graph Y ç X xY and a point x e X v/e define

the Y-section T(x) of T at x as the set {y G Y : (x, y) G T). The domain

dom(r) of r is defined as the set of all x for which Y(x) is nonempty. Given

two graphs Y and A in X x Y and a measure ß in X we say that Y and

A are a.e. equal with respect to ß if the set {x g X : Y(x) ^ A(x)} has ß

measure zero. If, in addition, A is an internal (e.g., ZÇ, Borel) graph, then we

shall call A an internal (e.g., Z^, Borel) lifting of Y. (One should stress at this

point that the notion of lifting defined above is different from what is usually

called a lifting in Nonstandard Analysis. I have decided to keep the same name

here, despite a risk of possible confusion, in order to be consistent with the

definitions in [9] where this notion of lifting was originally introduced.) The

restriction Y\A of a graph T to a set A is the graph Yn(A x Y).
A uniformization of a graph T is a partial function / whose graph is a subset

of r and with the domain equal to the domain of Y.

To every graph Y ç X x Y we can associate a partial set function /r, which

maps X into the internal power set of Y, by defining fr{x) = Y(x), whenever

Y(x) is internal and ^ 0. Note that f- is defined even if not all of the Y-

sections of Y are internal. If Y is hyperfinite, then the upper and the lower

edges of Y are defined as the compositions of the function fr with the functions

min and max respectively.

We assume that the reader is familiar with basic notions from Nonstandard

Analysis and Descriptive Set Theory of Hyperfinite Sets [4], [5]. In all the

statements our nonstandard universe is at least oj\ -saturated.

3. Results

Now we state and prove our main theorem which reveals the properties of

nj graphs, all of whose y-sections are X^(/c) sets. The proof, in fact, uses

an argument already exploited in [12, Proposition 2.4]. where the structure of

Borel graphs with H°(k)   (Z^(k))   F-sections was exhibited.

Theorem 1. Let X and Y be internal sets, and let Y ç X x Y be a nj graph,

all of whose Y-sections are 1P{(k) sets. Then the following are true.

(a) T can be represented as a countable union of restrictions of internal graphs

to n¡ sets.

(b) The domain of Y is a Yl\ set.
(c) The sets C = {x G X : Y(x) / 0 and noninternal) and D = {x G X :

Y(x) / 0 and internal} are in the least a-algebra generated by Zj and nj

sets.

(d) The graph of the set function associated with Y is an intersection of a Zj

graph and a nj graph. Thus, both the graph of the upper edge of Y and the

graph of the lower edge of Y are intersections of a Zj and a nj graph.
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(e) Given an internal, bounded measure ß, Y possesses a lP{, L(ß) lifting.

Also, keeping the notation from (c), the graph Y\D possesses an internal, L(ß)

lifting. In particular, any Yl\ graph, all of whose Y-sections are internal sets,

possesses an internal lifting and any Yl\ function is a.e. equal to an internal

function.
(f) T possesses a Yl\ uniformization which can be represented as a countable

union of restrictions of internal functions to disjoint YL\ sets. In particular, every

nj function is a countable union of restrictions of internal functions to disjoint

nj sets. Also, if the domain of Y is Zj, then Y possesses a Borel uniformization.

Therefore, any nj function with Zj domain must be Borel.

Proof, (a) The proof of this part is essentially contained in the proof of Propo-

sition 2.4. in [12]. It has been proved (Proposition 2.6, [12]) that, under the

above assumptions, there exists a countable sequence Y„ (n G co) of internal

graphs in X x Y such that for every x the 7-section Y(x) is a union of sets

of the form Yn(x). After that it is easy to obtain the desired representation of

r.
Let P„ = {x £ X : Yn(x) ^ 0 A Yn(x) ç Y(x)}. It is clear that Pn is a nj

set as it is defined by the conjunction of an internal property Yn (x) ^ 0 and

by a nj formula (Vy)[(x, y) G Yn -> (x, y) G Y]. We have

(i) r= (J Yn\P„.
«€cu

(b) From the above representation we see that the domain of Y is a countable

union of nj sets P„ and, therefore, is a nj set.
(c) Let {r„ : n G co} be as in the proof of part (a). We can assume that

{r„ : n G co} is closed with respect to taking finite unions and intersections.

Therefore, Y(x) is going to be nonempty and noninternal if and only if it can be

represented as a strictly increasing union of sets of the form Y„(x). Therefore,

C = {x G X : Y(x) jí 0 and noninternal} is defined by the formula

(3n€co)(Yn(x)çY(x) A Yn(x) ¿ 0)

A (Vfc G o))(3p eco)[p>k A [Yk{x) ç Y(x)

^ (Yk(x) cYp(x) AYp(x) cY(x))]].

Here Yk(x) c Yp(x) is an internal property expressing strict inclusion. The first

formula defines a nj set. The second formula defines a set which is obtained

by taking a countable union and a countable intersection of sets defined by the

formula p > k A [Yk(x) C Y(x) -» (Yk{x) C Yp{x) AYp{x) ç Y{x)). The latter

defines a union of a Zj set and a nj set. So D is in the cr-algebra generated

by Zj and nj sets.
The set D — {x G X : Y(x) nonempty and internal} is now the intersection

of the domain of Y, a nj set, and the complement of C. So D is also is in

the ct-algebra generated by Zj and a nj set.

(d) Let /„ be the set function associated with the graph Yn. The graph of

the set function f- associated with Y is defined as:  (x, A) G fr if and only if

(3n e co)[(x, A) e f„\P„]    a    iyk g co)(x g Pk - fk(x) c A).

The first conjunct is nj and the second is Zj. Taken together they define a

function whose graph is an intersection of a nj graph and a Zj graph.
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Suppose that Y is hyperfinite. The upper edge of Y is defined as the compo-

sition of the function max and the function fy. Following its definition above

the graph h of the upper edge of Y is defined as (x, y) e h if and only if

(3« G co)[(x,y)£maxo{fn\P„)]    a    (Vfc G co){x G Pk -» max(/*(x)) < y)].

It is easy to see that the composition of an internal and a nj function is again

nj. Thus, the first conjunct above is nj. The second is obviously Zj, so the

graph of h is an intersection of a Zj graph and a nj graph.

We treat the lower edge similarly.

(e) Let p be an internal, bounded measure in X. As nj sets are always

measurable and since ß is a bounded measure, for every P„ there exists a Z°

set Sn ç P„ with L(ß)(Pn\Sn) = 0. Let H = [jneœYn\Sn. It is easy to see that

H = Y, L(/i)-a.e. Indeed, if H(x) =¿ Y(x), then for some n we must have

x G Pn\Sn. So {x G X : H{x) ¿ Y{x)} c \Jn&coPn\sn and the latter set is of

measure zero. Therefore, H is a IP{ lifting of Y.

To get an internal lifting of Y\D notice that D is L(p) measurable. We can

find a Z? subset S of D with L(ß)(D\S) = 0 and with the graph H\S having
all of its T-sections internal sets. Using a>\ -saturation we can then easily find

an internal lifting of H\S and thus of T|D.
(f) Using Reduction Theorem for nj sets (see [5] for example), there exists

a sequence R„ ç Pn of disjoint nj sets with \JnemRn = Unew^"- Now, we

can take any internal uniformization gn of Y„ and observe that \Jn€wgn\Rn

is a nj uniformization of Y of desired form. In addition, if the domain of Y

is Zj, then every Rn must be Borel.   D

Remark!. Suppose that T isa nj graph in XxY. The proof of (a) of Theorem

1 then shows that if there exists a sequence of Borel graphs Y„ (n e co) with

internal T-sections such that for every x Y(x) contains Y„(x) for some n,

with Y„(x) yí 0, then the domain of Y must be nj. Indeed, if we define the

sets P„ as in the proof of Theorem 1 (a), then Pn are still going to be nj. It is

known (see [9] or [12]) that a Borel graph with internal 7-sections must have

a Borel domain. Therefore, the property Y„(x) / 0 in the definition of Pn

is Borel and, thus, Pn is nj. By our assumption, dom(r) = \J„e(0Pn , so the

domain of Y is nj.
So, by Theorem 1(f), two hyperfinite sets cannot be nj bijective unless that

bijection is already Borel. It would be interesting to give a sufficient and nec-

essary condition for two true (i.e., non-Borel) nj subsets P and Q of a hy-

perfinite set X that ensure the existence of a nj bijection between them. For

Borel P and Q it was shown in [8] that P and Q are Borel bijective if and

only if P and Q have the same nonvanishing L(ß) measure for some count-

ing, uniformly distributed internal measure ß. (Here, the word nonvanishing

means that the measure of P and Q are not 0 or oc.)

It is not true in general that a nj graph with internal T-sections can be

represented as a countable union of restrictions of internal graph to disjoint nj

sets, i.e. our representation ( 1 ) in Theorem 1. is best possible. The key fact

is that any graph that allows such a representation and has a Zj domain must

already be Borel because each P„ is, in this case, Borel.
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Example 3. Let X be an internal set, Y — {1, 2}, and PCX be a true nj

set (i.e., a nj set which is not Borel). Let / be a function defined to be 1
on P and undefined otherwise. Let g be defined identically to be 2 on all of

X. Define Y to be the union of the graphs of / and g. We show that Y is a

nj graph with internal T-sections which cannot be represented as a countable

union of restrictions of internal graphs to disjoint nj sets. In addition, the set

function associated with Y as well as the lower edge of Y are not nj.

It is clear that Y is a nj graph with all of its T-sections internal sets.

First note that the domain of Y is Borel (in fact, internal). Now if Y is a

countable union of restrictions of internal graphs to disjoint nj sets P„ , then

each P„ would be Borel. Thus, Y would be a Borel graph. This in turn means

that the graph of / would also be Borel and therefore P is Borel. This is a

contradiction.

If the set function f- is n j , then it must be Borel because it has a Borel do-

main. It follows that T is Borel because {x, y) eY if and only if (3A)((x, A) g

fr Ay & A)) (a Zj formula) and (x, y) £ Y if and only if (3A)((x, A) <£

fr Ay G A)) (again a Zj formula).

Similarly, if the lower edge of Y is nj , then it must be Borel and again P

would be Borel.

An easy variation of the above example also shows that, in addition, the

answer to the open question 1 in [9] is negative. The question, motivated by

a similar result for Zj functions, asked if every Zj graph in X x Y, all of

whose T-sections are internal sets, possesses a complete Borel extension. That

is, does there exist a Borel graph A D Y with dorn (A) = X such that all of the

T-sections of A are internal and for every x G dom(T), A(x) = Y(x)? If this

were true for every Y, then the set function associated with Y would be Zj

because it is equal to the restriction of the set function fA (which was proved

to be Borel in [9]) to the domain of Y. However, if in the above example we

take P to be a true Zj set instead of a true nj , then fr would be Borel as

its domain is Borel (a Zj function with a Borel domain must be Borel). We

conclude that Y is Borel and obtain a contradiction as above.

Remark 4. Any nj subset P of an internal set X can be generically expressed

as the union of an increasing sequence B„ (a < a>\) of Borel sets such that

every Zj subset S ç P is contained in some Bß , ß < co\ (see [11]). The sets

Ba are called constituents of P. Now when we know that the domain of any nj

function / is nj we can ask for the connection between the constituents of /

and the constituents of dom(/). In fact, it is easy to see that if f„ (a < co\)

are constituents of / then dom(/,), (a < co\) are constituents of dom(/).

Indeed, dom(^) are Borel because the domains of Borel functions are always

Borel. Given a Zj subset S of dom(f) the function /|5 must Borel (Theorem

1(f)) and, thus, is a subset of some fß. It follows that S* ç dom(//?). Conversely,

suppose that Ba (a < co\) are constituents of dom(/). Then, again f„ = f\Bn

are Borel functions and, as one can easily see, they are constituents of /.

The following corollary is obtained by passing to complements.

Corollary 5. Let Y be a Zj graph in X x Y. Suppose that all of the Y-sections

of Y are YI\{k) sets. Then the following hold.
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(a) r can be represented as a monotone, countable intersection of the form

(2) r^f](Y^U--UYl\S"J
new

where Y" , ... ,Y^   are internal graphs and S" , ... , S£   Zj sets.

(b) The sets C = {x G X : Y(x) ^ 0 and noninternal} and D = {x e X :

Y(x) t¿ 0 and internal} are in the least a-algebra generated by Z¡ and nj

sets.
(c) For every bounded internal measure ß, Y has Yl^, L(ß) lifting and Y\D

has an internal lifting.

(d) The graph of the set function associated with Y is an intersection of a Zj

graph and a Yl\ graph.

Proof. We can assume that Y(x) / T, by enlarging T if necessary.

(a) The complement P of Y can be represented as (1). In other words

r° = U T„\P„
n€co

for some internal graphs Yn and some nj sets P„. Therefore, Y can be ex-

pressed as

r = f) (r„ n (Pn x y))c = f| (F„ u (Pcn x Y)).

Now, the finite intersection of sets of the form Y^\j(Pf;xY) is easily seen to be

a finite union of restrictions of internal graphs to Zj sets and the representation

(2) follows.
Part (b) follows again by looking at the complement of Y. Part (c) follows

from the above fact that Y can be represented as a countable intersection of

finite unions of graphs, each of which is a restriction of an internal graph to a

Zj set. The latter graphs obviously have internal liftings so that, at the end, Y

has a W¡ lifting. The same lifting can be used to obtain an internal lifting of

Y\D in an obvious manner.

(d) Let Pn and f„ be as in the proof of parts (a) and (d) of Theorem 1 applied

to the complement of Y. Then the graph of fr can be defined as (x, A) G fr

if and only if

x G dom(T) a (Vy)((x ,y)eY^yeA) A (V« g co)[x g Pn -> Anf„(x) = 0],

The property x G dom(T) is Zj and ensures that Y(x) is not empty. The

formula (v>)((x, y) G Y —> y G A) asserts that Y(x) ç A and is nj. Finally,

(V« G co)[x G Pn -* A n <pn{x) = 0] is a Zj  formula expressing A ç Y(x).    D

It is natural to ask if the structural results of Corollary 5 can be strengthened

in the case when all of the T-sections of Y are internal rather than n°(/c) sets.

For example, is it true that a Zj graph Y, all of whose T sections are internal

sets, has a representation (1) with P„ being Zj sets? It is known that any

Zj function / can be extended to a Borel function [10] and that any Borel

function is a countable union of restrictions of internal functions to Borel sets

[9]. It then follows, by intersecting with the domain of /, that any Zj function

is a countable union of restrictions of internal functions to disjoint Zj sets. The

same is true for Zj graphs, all of whose T-sections are of cardinality < n for a
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fixed, finite integer n or, more generally, when the set function associated with

r is itself Zj.
In the same way, does a Zj graph Y ç X x Y, all of whose T sections are

internal (U^(k)) sets, possess a complete Zj extension? In other words, does

there exist a Zj graph A D Y, all of whose T sections are internal (nÇ(jc))
sets, such that dom(A) = X and A(x) = Y(x) for every x G dom(T)? We

know that the answer is positive, in one special case, when Y is a finite union

of restrictions of internal (nÇ(ic)) graphs to Zj sets.
Next, we give a partial answer to Problem 1.5 in [3]. A graph Y ç X x Y is

said to be universal for internal subsets of T if every internal subset of T can

be obtained as a T section of T. The internal power set of T is denoted as

2Y.

Corollary 6. Let X and Y be hyperfinite sets, and let Y be a nj (Zj) graph

in X x Y universal for all internal subsets of Y. Then \X\/2^Y^ > or « 1.

Proof. We can only concentrate on nj graphs because if Y is universal for

internal subsets of T, then its complement is also universal for internal subsets

of T.
We first prove that there exists a nj graph H ç Y universal for internal

subsets of T and with all of its T sections Z° sets. As in the proof of Theorem

1, there exists a sequence Yn (n G co) of internal graphs in X x Y such that

for every x if Y(x) is internal, then there exists n such that Y(x) = Yn(x).

Let P„ = {x e X : Y„{x) ç Y{x)}. Note that Pn are all nj sets. Now, define

H = \Jne(0Y„. It is clear that H isa nj graph with ZÇ T-sections, universal

for internal subsets of T.

Define an internal measure ß by setting ß(A) = \A\/2¡Y\ for every hyperfinite

A. If X has unbounded ß measure, then we are done. If the measure of X is

finite, then we proceed as follows. Let D = {x e X : H(x) internal and ^ 0}.

Then D is L(ß) measurable and H\D has an internal lifting G. Let /„ be the

set functions associated with Yn\Pn , and let fo be the set function associated

with G. We prove that the range of fa is equal almost to all of the set 2Y.

Indeed, if a set B is not in the range of fa , then it must be of the form f„(x)

for some n and some x G DAdom(G). But f„ maps measure-zero sets onto

measure zero sets, being a restriction of an internal function to a measurable

set. Therefore, the complement of the range of fG in 2Y is of L(ß) measure

zero. Now we are done because L(ß)(2Y) = 1 = L(/í)(range(/c)) < L(ß)(X) «
|X|/2lyl.    D

At the end we give some application of Theorem 1 and its corollaries to the

standard Descriptive Set Theory. We call a set in arbitrary topological space X

a Fa set if it is a countable union of closed sets in X. The standard part map

associated with the topology in X is denoted as stx, whereas the standard

part map in the product X x T of two spaces X and T is denoted simply

as st, if there is no danger of confusion. The set of near standard elements is

denoted as n.s.(*X). Given a Borel measure ß in X we say that the standard

part map st^ : n.s.(*X) —> X is measure preserving if for every set M ç X,

we have st^'(Af) is L(*ß) measurable if and only if M is ß measurable and

ß(M) = L{*ß){s\-\M)).
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Theorem 7. Let X and Y be Hausdorjf topological spaces, and let G ç X x Y

be a graph such that
(i) st"'(G) isa nj subset of *X x *T

in some k+-saturated nonstandard universe, where k is greater than the maxi-

mum of the cardinalities of the basis in X and Y. Suppose that

(ii) styl(G(x)) is Zj(k) for every x.

Suppose that ß is a complete, Borel probability measure in X such that

(iii) stx : n.s.(*X) —> X is measure preserving.

Then, the following hold.

(a) st^'(dom(G)) isa nj set.
(b) There exists an Fa graph H in X x Y such that H = G,   p-a.e. If X

and Y are regular, then H can be chosen to be a-compact.

(c) If Y is regular, then the set C = {x G X : G(x) compact and nonempty}

is ß measurable and G\C is a.e. equal to a compact graph.

Proof. Define Y = st-1 (G). It is easy to see that all of the T-sections of Y are

Z°(/c). Indeed, let a G *X be in the domain of Y. Suppose that stjr(a) = x.

We have Y(a) = [m(x) x sty'(G(x))] n (a x*Y) = styl(G(x)). This is a Z°(/c)

set.

(a) By Theorem 1 (b), the domain of Y is nj. Now, we always have

st^1(dom(G;)) equal to dom(st^'(<7)) which is, in turn, equal to the domain of

T and we are done.

(b) By Theorem 1 (e) there exists a ZÇ, L(*p) lifting F ç Y of Y. As the
standard part image of an internal set in any topological space is closed, st(F)

is a countable union of closed sets in X x Y ß-a.e. equal to G. Also, if X

and T are regular, then its product is regular and in any regular topological

space the standard part image of any internal set all of whose points are near

standard is compact.

(c) We prove that

{q g *X : Y(a) internal and ^ 0} = st_1({x G X : G{x) compact and ^ 0}).

Indeed, let Y(a) be internal and nonempty. As every point of Y (a) is near

standard and T regular, sty(T(a)) is compact. Also, sty-(r(a)) = G(x), where

x = st*(a). We showed that a G st_1({x G X : G{x) compact and ^ 0}).

Conversely, suppose that a G st~'({x G X : G(x) compact and / 0}). Let

x be such that st*(a) = x and G(x) compact. Now, Y (a) = sty'(G(x)) is a

nÇ(jc) set because G(x) is compact. On the other hand, by our assumption,

sty'(G(x)) is ZÇ(/c). By k+ saturation styl{G(x)) must be internal. This

establishes the above equality.

Now, the set {a g *X : Y (a) internal and ^ 0} is a member of the least

cr-algebra containing nj and Zj sets and therefore is L(*/i)-measurable. As

st is /^-measure-preserving the set st~'({x G X : G(x) compact and ^0}) is

ß measurable.

To prove the second part of (c) notice that by Theorem 1 (e) Y\{a G *X :

Y(a) internal and / 0} has an internal lifting. The standard part image ofthat

lifting is a compact lifting of G|C.    D

In the same vein we prove the following extension of Proposition 3.9 from

[12].
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Theorem 8. Let X and Y be Hausdorff topological spaces, and let G ç X x Y

be a graph such that
(i) st"1 (G) is a Zj subset of "X x *Y

in some k+-saturated nonstandard universe, where k is greater than the maxi-

mum of the cardinalities of the basis in X and Y. Suppose that

(ii) sty'(G(x))  ¿s n°(>c) for every x.
Suppose that ß is a complete, Borel probability measure in X such that

(iii) st* : n.s.(*X) —► X is measure preserving.

Then, for every e > 0 there exists a closed graph He   in X x Y such that

Hf Ç.G;   dom(//f) is ß measurable; p(dom(H€)) > dom(G) —e,  and for all
xGdom(//e),   77f(x) = G(x).

If X and Y are regular, then Hf can be chosen to be compact.

Proof. The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Proposition 3.9. in

[12] once we realize that, following Corollary 5 (c) st~'(G) possesses a n^

lifting.   D

We shall now specify those topological spaces X and T and those graphs

G for which conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorems 7 and 8 are fulfilled. For

that purpose we restrict ourselves only to completely regular, Hausdorff spaces.

A completely regular, Hausdorff space X is called proper K-Lusin if it is a

Baire set in each of its compactifications. A subset S of X is called proper

K-analytic if it can be obtained by applying the Souslin operation to Baire sets

in any compactification T of X. In this paper the complements of proper

AT-analytic sets are called co-proper K-analytic (for more details see [7]).

Ward Henson proved (see [2]) that SCI is proper A-Lusin if and only if

st^'(S') is Borel in *X and in particular, X is proper A-Lusin if and only if

the set n.s.(*X) of near-standard points in *X is Borel in *X. Among metriz-

able spaces, proper Af-Lusin spaces include separable absolute Borel spaces (a

space is absolute Borel if it is Borel in each of its metrizable extensions) and in

particular every Polish space (complete, separable metric space).

Also, the standard part image of a Zj set in *X is always proper A-analytic

[2]. It follows that if st^'(S) is nj in *X , then the complement X\S of S in

X is the st* image of the complement of a nj set st^S1) in *X. Thus, S is

co-proper A-analytic. However, the converse seems not to be true for arbitrary

completely regular X. Recently, Herman Render [6] proved, answering an old

conjecture of Henson, that for a subset S of X, st^'(S') is Zj in *X if and

only if S is proper A-analytic. Thus, if X is proper A-Lusin space, then

st^1 (51) is nj  in *X if and only if S is co-proper A-analytic.

It is shown in [12] that for S ç X, st"1 (S) is n°(/c), where k is greater

than the cardinality of the base in X if and only if S is compact. Also, it is

easy to see that if X is a locally compact topological space, then S is open in

X if and only if st"'(5) is Z°(/c) in *X.
Condition (iii) is satisfied if ß is taken to be a Radon measure in Í, as

was shown in [1]. (A Borel measure ß is called Radon if

p(B) = sup{ß{C) :CCB,C compact} = inf{ß(0) : O D B, O open}.)

Putting all the above together we obtain
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Corollary 9. Let X and Y be proper K-Lusin spaces with Y being, in addition,

locally compact. Let G ç X x Y be a co-proper K-analytic graph, all of whose

Y-sections are open sets. Suppose that ß is a Radon probability measure in X.

Then

(a) the domain of G is a co-proper K-analytic set;

(b) there exists an a-compact graph H in XxY suchthat H— G,   ß-a.e.;

(c) the set {x £ X : G(x) compact and ^ 0} is ß-measurable.

Proof. Condition (i) of Theorem 7 is fulfilled because the product of two proper

A-Lusin spaces is again proper A-Lusin (as one easily can check by using the

above described nonstandard characterization of being proper A"-Lusin for com-

pletely regular spaces). Condition (ii) is satisfied because T is locally compact,

while condition (iii) is always satisfied for Radon measures. It follows that

stx'(dom(G)) is nj in *X, so dom(G) is co-proper A-analytic.
Parts (b) and (c) follow from the corresponding parts of Theorem 7.    □

In the same manner, but this time using Theorem 8, we obtain

Corollary 10. Let X and Y be completely regular topological space. Let G ç

XxY be a proper K-analytic graph, all of whose Y-sections are compact sets.

Suppose that ß is a Radon probability measure in X. Then for every e > 0

there exists an compact graph He in XxY such that He ç G; ß{aom(He)) >

dom(G)-e,  andfor all x G dom(//e),   He{x) = G(x).    D

Example 11. Let E and F be Polish spaces, and let / be a functions whose

graph is a true nj subset of E x F. We identify functions with their graphs

and set X = *E, Y = *F. Suppose that the domain of / is Borel. Then

T = st£lxF(f) is an example of a nj graph with Ytf T-sections which cannot

be expressed as a countable intersection of nj graphs with internal T-sections.

Indeed, let Y - f}ne(0Yn with Y„ being nj graphs with internal T-sections.

We may suppose that dom(r„) = dom(r). By Theorem 1(f), Y„ possesses a

Borel uniformization g„. Let G„ = st*xy(g«). Then G„ is a Zj subset of

E x F with dom(G„) = dom(/). Graphs G„ have the property that for every

x G dom(/) and every e > 0 there exists n such that G„(x) is at distance

less than e from f(x). Therefore, / is defined as (x, y) G f if and only if

(V« G co)(3y„)[(x, y„) g G„ A d(y, y„) < \/n] where d is the distance function

in F. This formula defines a Zj function, so / is Borel—a contradiction.

There exists a standard example of a closed subset C of cow x co™ with the

domain equal to com which does not possess a Borel uniformization. By the

Kondo-Addison uniformization theorem, there exists a nj uniformization of

C whose graph, therefore, is not Borel.

Another example of a true nj function with a Borel domain arising in "real"

mathematics is communicated to me by Professor Kechris. Let G be the set

of all permutations of integers understood as a Polish group, and let X be the

space of all closed subgroups of G. We consider X to be endowed with Effros

Borel structure. Then the function H >-> {p G G : pHp~l = H} which sends a

closed subgroup to its normalizer is a true nj function with the domain equal

to X.
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